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I'm not sure that I've ever been happier to see Spring arrive. The world
finally feels a bit more hopeful. Alan and I have both been fully vaccinated --- have you? We actually ventured out to one of our favorite
restaurants last weekend---Jimmy's in Asbury---for the first time in
over a year, and it was so great eating out again. Just like "old times"!
During the cold, dark winter Jersey Shore ventured out virtually with
some highly informative Webex events. Hopefully you were able to participate in some or all of them! Last month our first was an interview
with Patrick Hauser, General Manager of Porsche Monmouth. Chuck
Benz, Jersey Shore's Dealer Liaison, was a great interviewer, and Patrick gave us "insider information" on the Penske organization, the future of electric Porsches, as well as other interesting topics.
The second Webex featured our own Paul Solk, Jersey Shore's Track
Registrar, giving us all the information we need regarding SIM racing.
Very informative and impressive!
Our third Webex involved Mike Bavaro, Jersey Shore's VP and owner of
Bodymotion, interviewing IMSA race car driver Trent Hindeman. What
an interesting conversation between Mike and our "home grown" young
man speaking to us from Sebring!
Details on all three included in this issue of Shoreline.
The great news is that we're back to planning REAL/non-virtual events
as well! Our next trip (and our first dining event since the Pandemic
began!) will be April 24th. We'll caravan out to beautiful Longwood
Gardens followed by a dinner at lovely Portabellos restaurant in Kennett Square. Turnaround time for this is very short based on reduced
capacity at Longwood and the Club needing to buy tickets in advance. So if you're interested in joining us, check out the details on
page 13 of this Shoreline issue.
Also be sure to check out some of the awesome events we're planning
after that!
Hope to see you soon!
Dawn
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The Jersey Shore Region would like to welcome
the following new members to its club!
Anthony Bombolino
2008 911 Turbo Cabriolet

Joseph Della Rosa
1973 911T Targa

John Kelly
2002 911 Targa

Sean Loughlin
2010 Panamera Turbo

Steve Mayzlish
2014 911 Turbo

John Porter
2018 911 Turbo

Keith Rodman
2008 911 Carrera

Matthew Saker
2006 911 Carrera

Ana Seijas
2017 718 Boxster

Stuart Weinstein
1977 911

Congratulations to the following for their membership anniversaries!

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

Jay Brodsky - Dante Ceniccola - John Straley

Jim Rosenberger

15 YEARS

20 YEARS

William Truhe

Steve Dabney
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Dealer’s Perspective

By Scott Patterson
scott.patterson@penskeuautomotive.com

Has Spring sprung for good? As I write this from my desk at Porsche Monmouth my trusty iPhone weather
app indicates that it is 63 outside with a Real Feel of 70. I wish we had a 718 Spyder I could take out for a
spin! I have been hankering to try out a PDK version of the 718 GT4 or 718 Spyder and today would be a
wonderful time to do so. Not only does the weather outside remind me that Spring is nearly here but we
also change our clocks this weekend and that means more daylight. Sports car season has arrived!
At our house this means our ’88 Carrera will emerge from winter hibernation
and our old wagon (from another German make, also 80s vintage) will once
again be my daily driver. If it is sports car season, why am I writing about wagons? The reason is because one week ago I watched the unveiling of the Taycan
Cross Turismo (CT). Directly afterwards I went online and built a CT 4S in Coffee Beige Metallic with the Offroad Design Package. All Taycan CTs are
equipped with all-wheel drive and adaptive air suspension, a perfect combination for everyday use. I love that the Taycan CT sits 20mm higher than the
Taycan and 30mm higher if equipped with the Off-road package. I am excited
to see the first Cross Turismo here at the store and we have already filled our
first few build slots. I am a big fan of the Panamera Sport Turismo and this new
Porsche is just going to electrify that love affair! The CT will have all the incredible performance of the Taycan but undeniably ramps up the everyday practicality and versatility. Why not go to the Porsche USA site and build a Cross
Turismo yourself? Will your favorite color be Coffee Beige too?
Was anyone wondering why I did not start this edition of my perspective with the 992 GT3? The new GT3
was last month’s news, right? The new GT3 really requires no introduction or fanfare. It is going to be incredible as demand has never been higher. The GT3 remains naturally aspirated with our iconic 4.0 liter
flat-6 but what jumps out at me immediately about this version is the double wishbone front axle derived
from the 911 RSR and GT3 Cup cars as well as the impossible to overlook swan-neck rear wing in carbon
fiber. The 992 GT3 can be configured in manual or PDK and there will be a Touring option. The car is all
over the internet and everyone is asking about Shark Blue, the color was an immediate hit! The next version of the 992 to be unveiled will be the GTS and we are still waiting for official details. We had heard Q3
2021 but I am starting to think Q4 or maybe even Q1 2022. Amazing things come to those who wait!
Suddenly I find myself at the end of the page again. I would be remiss if I failed to mention that the Taycan
(RWD) and mid-cycle upgrade MY21 Panamera are going to be with us shortly. In fact, we should see both
the Taycan and 2021 Panameras arriving here by early April. I love that this version of the Taycan starts at
under $80,000. The Taycan is a fantastic sports car. Porsche has had beloved rear wheel drive cars since
the birth of the 911 in 1963 and for many years before in other iconic models. It was not until the introduction of the 964 Carrera 4 in 1988 that we had production all-wheel drive sports cars so I find it completely
natural to have a real wheel drive Taycan Porsche sports car. I cannot wait to drive it!

Stay safe, healthy, and happy. Enjoy your day
and come see me soon at Porsche Monmouth!

Scott
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Porsche Monmouth
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* * Interview with Patrick Hauser of Porsche Monmouth - 2/9/21 * *
On Tuesday, 2/9 at 7PM I had the pleasure to interview Patrick Hauser, General Manager of
Porsche Monmouth. During this hour long Webex video meeting, Patrick shared many interesting insights and details about Porsche and Porsche Monmouth. Some of the topics that were
covered included:
• The Penske Organization
• Changes/Trends in Sales
• The Future of Electric Cars
• Business Changes Driven by Covid
There was also a question and answer period at the end where attendees asked Patrick questions
directly by typing it into the Webex chat box. We even gave away two cool Porsche giveaways
(Porsche Motorsport Backpack and a Porsche Genuine Tire Gauge) to two lucky participants on
the call.
For those of you that missed it – here is a link
LINK - https://acecloud.webex.com/.../8c4ed458db444daa82bd8ecf96...
PASSWORD - 5HtjBQMi

This was the first in a series of Webex sessions presented by Jersey Shore PCA for its members.
Stay tuned for more information on these interesting and socially distanced events sponsored by
the club. Patrick is left side third row in the photo below. Stay safe everyone.
Chuck Benz
JSRPCA Dealer Liaison
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* * * SIM Racing - 2/23/21 * * *
All photos

SIM Racing

from

Zoom

the

Presentation

On Tuesday, February 23rd Paul Solk, JSR’s Track Registrar, brought together three experts to give a
Webex online presentation to the club on PCA SIM Racing. David Palmer, (PCA Allegany Region and
their chief instructor), Liam Rudzitis (a top contender in PCA SIM Racing), and James Huth (PCA
Hudson Champlain Region). All three are highly experienced PCA SIM racers and instructors.
Following introductions James explained that PCA SIM Racing may seem simple can actually be quite complex. He, Liam, and James wanted JSR members to know that once you become familiar just how realistic,
competitive, and fun PCA SIM Racing is.
At this point, James shared a Youtube video he had put together of a SIM Racing practice session at Lime
Rock Park, in Lakeville, CT. This gave everyone a look at his home SIM Racing setup as well as just how realistic it appears when online racing. The sights and sounds are just like being there with all the actions a
real driver would take. As part of his setup James uses vision corrected lenses in his Virtual Reality goggles.
The full video can be viewed here - pcasimracing - YouTube.
David then described how PCA SIM Racing uses the same I-Racing software platform as do the professionals. While there are other platforms I-Racing simulates the cars, tracks, options, and racing action best of
all. Participation starts with registration in PCA SIM Racing, then the “Discord” server, and finally to the
iRacing member site.
Liam reviewed various computer and hardware equipment needed ranging from lower cost basic setups to
more costly ones. While plenty of fun can be had with basic setups, the full range of options add to the overall experience. Much of the initial cost involves around what computer/monitor setup you already have.
Once that is addressed, there is a range of options for steering wheels, shifters, pedals, multiple monitors,
and VR goggles/helmets. Also, one can even have seats/framework that hold all the necessary equipment
and in extreme setups add the sensation of sliding, etc. (cont.)
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* * * SIM Racing - 2/23/21 (cont.) * * *

It was also stressed that one does not just create a setup and go racing in the SIM 24 hours of Daytona. In a
three-year time frame PCA SIM Racing has grown to 560 members. Typical races may include 60 cars. PCA
SIM Racing is very much like the real thing. Think driver-ed to start out. Get your setup, take a few test spins
to get an idea of how it all looks. Initial track time involves group learning the basics such as having other cars
on the track at the same time, passing, fake starts, etc. At any level one may even ask for one-on-one sessions
with an instructor to gain confidence or fine tune some aspect such as cornering, or braking.
Based on your experience level (real and online) you are initially assigned to a driver class. Currently the classes based on experience and comfort level range from Challenge, to Sportsman, to Club, and finally to Professional. As one gains experience one may qualify to move up though the classes. The races vary from as short
as 35-40 minutes to many hours. Races can be local, regional, and national. Some of the races involve runoffs where only the top place finishers qualify for the major event.
Some of the options within races are: 1) stop-and-go penalties, 2) if you crash can you continue or not, 3) repairs, pit stops for more gas, 4) teams, 5) driver changes in longer races, and 6) single model races, etc. (cont.)
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* * * SIM Racing - 2/23/21 (cont.) * * *

So bottom line PCA SIM Racing is highly competitive yet gentlemanly, serious but fun. Everything is there
except the repair bills and travel expenses. Many thanks to David, Liam, and James for their knowledge
and time as well as Paul for bringing everyone together! (W. Tice)
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* * * Mike Bavaro’s Interview with Trent Hindman - 3/16/21 * * *

“Meet Trent Hindman” was the theme for Jersey Shore PCA’s third in a series of Webex
type meetings. it was held on the evening of Tuesday March 16th. At the time this meeting
was scheduled with Trent he had just competed in a one-off drive at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and was unsure of his upcoming schedule. Well to Trent’s credit his talents were recognized during that performance and it helped to quickly fill his March schedule. During the
interview Trent explained to the audience of nearly 40 enthusiasts that the one-off ride in a
Porsche with Wight Motorsports and factory Porsche driver and longtime friend of mine,
Patrick Long asked Trent to join the team for an encore at the world famous 12 hours at Sebring.
Trent addressed our Webex after his plane to Orlando arrived an hour late, he set a new
land speed record from the airport to Sebring to join us a mere 9 minutes before the broadcast went live. He also enamored the assembled with his win the previous week at Sebring
by winning in his 2021 ride with Volt motorsports in a IMSA LMP 3 race car. Trent will codrive the entire IMSA season with team owner Alan Brynjolfsson in LMP3.
Trent also informed the now captivated audience that he is also competing with Alan in the
IMSA Michelin Pilot Sport series in an Aston Martin at Sebring and for the remainder of
the season.
Trent is a true champion as he answered a slurry of questions that I was reading live on our
chat board from members. It was very entertaining and gauging from the texts, calls and
emails that followed everyone felt the time was well spent and what a remarkable young
man our local (Ocean Township) hero really is. (Mike Bavaro)
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* * * Mike Bavaro’s Engine Shop - TBD (Preview) * * *

Coming soon!
Join Master Porsche technician and engine builder Mike Bavaro from Bodymotion engine department as he guides us thru a tour of their new engine shop. All engines and transmissions removed
for repair are assigned a spot in the “engine shop” The shop, for 38 years was located 6 miles away
from the Cindy lane facility. The NEW shop is now moved and modernized and is on Cindy Lane
in Ocean Township.
Mike will give us a tour of the shop and whatever ongoing projects are under way. Currently several M/97 based 997 engines are apart, a GT3 and GT2 RS engines are under rebuild and race prep.
Also a “foreign” engine project made of cast iron is under way. Come take an inside look at what
makes ‘em tick.
Tentative date is May 18th in the evening. Say tuned for more info !
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* * * Longwood Gardens - Drive and Dine - 4/24/21 (Preview) * * *

Join us at one of the world's great gardens -- a living expression of all that the founder,
Pierre S. du Pont found inspiring, meaningful and beautiful. From the intricate fountain systems
to the meticulous gardens to the architectural grandeur, there are awe-inspiring discoveries everywhere! "Spring Blooms" will be featured on 4/24---one of the most glorious times of year to be
at Longwood.
(Please note that all must wear masks.)
Spring Blooms Season | Longwood Gardens
The plan will be for us to meet at the WAWA parking lot on 537 in Jackson (near Great Adventure) at 10:30 AM for an 11:00 departure. We will caravan the 90 minutes to Kennett Square,
Pennsylvania and tour the Gardens at our own pace for 2 1/2 hours. We will then meet back in
the parking lot between 3:15 and 3:30. The next stop will be an early dinner at the lovely Portabellos restaurant less than 15 minutes away. Did you know that Kennett Square is the "Mushroom
Capital of the World"?! 500 million pounds of mushrooms are grown here annually totaling
HALF the US mushroom crop. So of course we'd eat at a restaurant called Portabellos!
Portabellos of Kennett Square
So here's what I need you to do! If you'd like to join us, please email me
at dawnschneider126@gmail.com NLT Thursday, March 25th. I realize that's only
a few days away, but Longwood is currently only operating at 35% capacity AND
tickets need to be purchased in advance. Group ticket rates are listed below. When
you email me--- let me know how many people/which tickets you will need based
on age/and whether or not you will be joining us for dinner. I'm asking please for
you to then mail me a check made out to JSRPCA for the full ticket amount: Dawn
Schneider, 432 Stagecoach Rd, Clarksburg NJ 08510. Any questions---please reach
out to me via email or phone (908-803-0316). Again, we have a very short turnaround time.
Join us for a beautiful day!!
Dawn
Age 62+ $18 pp
Age 19-61 $21 pp
Age 5-18 $9
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* * * Wings and Wheels - 6/24/21 (Preview) * * *

Thrills and Chills !
JSR is making plans to
join in on the fun at the
Eagles Nest Airport Fly-In
on 6/24/21
Details to follow as time
draws near !
West Creek, New Jersey
Near GSP exit 58
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Link to the March PCA National News

PCA_TechTactics_Ad_Mech
Link to April PCA National News

PCA_Webstore_Ad_Mech
Note: Opening links above
or below also activate internal links

Mar >

Apr v

Porsche Design link below
Most recommended optometrist in
New Jersey with a new kind of eye
care (integrativevision.com)
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2020 Event Calendar

Jersey Shore Region Events
Event

Location

Date

Open

Open

Jan

Patrick Hauser - Porsche Monmouth

Online Interview

Feb - 9

PCA SIM Racing

Online Interview

Feb - 23

Longwood Gardens - Drive and Dine
(Portabello’s Restaurant )

Longwood, and Kennett Square, PA

Apr - 24

Pinelands - Drive and Picnic

Pinelands, NJ

May - 15

Mike Bavaro’s Engine Shop

Evening time online Interview

Tentative
May 18

Sebastian’s Schnitzelhaus - Drive and Dine

Wrightstown, NJ

Wings and Wheels Fly-in

Eagles Nest Airport - West Creek NJ

Open

Open

Bodymotion - DE Tech Night

Cindy Lane Ocean Twp., NJ

Driver Ed - NJMP

Millville , NJ

Donovan’s Reef - Clam Bake

Sea Bright, NJ

Sep - 26

Mountain Brauhaus - Drive and Dine

Gardiner, NY

Oct - 24

Holiday Dinner

TBD

Dec - TBD

Annual Meeting (New Members Welcome!)

Woody’s Roadside Tavern
– Farmingdale, N.J.

Jan 2022

Jun - 13
Jun 26
Jul
Aug - 3
Aug 11 - 12

- Note All events as appropriate regarding COVID-19 restrictions

